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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

In this chapter, the researcher presents the conclusion and suggestion at the 

last part of this writing. 

 

A. Conclusions 

Through the whole findings of the research, the researcher obviously 

found the flouts of Maxims. The findings showed sixteen appearances of 

Quantity Maxim, twenty four appearances of Quality Maxim, sixteen 

appearances of Relation Maxim and twenty one appearance of Manner 

Maxim. Flout of Quantity Maxim is either giving too little or too much 

information. Flout of Quality Maxim is either giving no evidence or 

delivering hyperbolic speech. Flout of Relation Maxim happens whenever the 

addressee speaks irrelevantly. Flout of Manner Maxim appears in making 

jokes through every episode. The results of the Discussion session on Chapter 

V have provided the information about the whole objectives of the research 

that they can be concluded “flouts do exist in this literary work”.  

 

B. Suggestions 

The suggestion is aimed to the readers to be aware of such knowledge 

and put an understanding towards a literal work, and for further project of the 

same topic should create deeper spectrum. To the readers, this project is 
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somehow done only in very limited area. There may be lots of wonderful 

mistakes or unsatisfied heads that may then raise a question “Do all literary 

work always have flouts inside?” if such question is raised, then, the research 

may provide a beautiful answer “Do your part as the investigator to the next 

researcher for your effort may end up to make the world more understandable 

and off course this will happen to the people inside it”. To the next project, 

this research has very limited data and data source. It will have to be better if 

the data and data sources provided is more. In addition, conversational 

exchange rule nowadays has evolved because of the advancement of 

technology. So, the involvement of technology in the further research may 

take a greater benefit. 


